
BEIJING: Chinese investors monitor stock prices on an electronic display in a brokerage house in Beijing
yesterday.  —  AP
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SHANGHAI: Chinese stocks slumped an
astonishing 23 percent in January, their
worst month since the depths of the global
financial crisis in 2008 and making the
Shanghai exchange the world’s worst-per-
forming major market. The confirmation of a
multi-decade low in Chinese growth, ques-
tions over the government’s ability to stave
off a “hard landing” and capital flight have
set a negative tone at the beginning of the
year, analysts said.

The Shanghai Composite Index closed at
2,737.60 on Friday, the last trading day of the
month, up on the day but plummeting 22.65

percent since the start of 2016, its worst
month for seven years.

Shanghai has the worst year-to-date per-
formance among international stock indexes
tracked by the Wall Street Journal. Many ana-
lysts put support for the index at 2,500 points
but warn trading will be volatile. “The market
fell this month due to weak economic funda-
mentals,” Founder Securities analyst Guo
Yanhong told AFP. “There are no big policy
themes to drive the market up.”

The world’s second-largest economy
grew 6.9 percent in 2015, its slowest pace in
25 years, the government said last week.

Fourth quarter gross domestic product
(GDP) growth was 6.8 percent, the worst
since early 2009.

For international investors, worries over
stock turmoil and a weakening currency
recall last summer, when the Shanghai index
fell more than 40 percent from its peak and
authorities shocked markets with a yuan
devaluation.

The weakening economy has caused cap-
ital to storm out of China. Wall Street giant
Goldman Sachs estimates a foreign
exchange outflow of $97 billion in December
alone. Bloomberg News gave a tally of a $1.0
trillion for all of 2015.

“For financial markets, uncontrollable
capital outflows, not slower GDP growth, is
the top concern,” Wang Tao, head of China
economic research at UBS, said in a report on
Thursday.

The technology-heavy index of
Shenzhen, China’s second stock exchange,
tumbled 26.83 percent in January.

No fanfare 
The tens of millions of small investors

who dominate trading in China have been
alarmed by the fact the government has
failed to aggressively shore up the stock mar-
ket in January, in the way that it did in mid-
2015. Despite months of turmoil, the
Shanghai market eked out a weak nine per-
cent rise last year, saved only by an extraordi-
nary government rescue package which
included state funds buying up shares, con-
travening official pledges to let the market
play a greater role.

“They have saved the market in previous
routs with great fanfare. Now with the mar-
ket dropping like this, they have stayed qui-
et,” Haitong Securities analyst Zhang Qi told
AFP. 

The launch in early January of a stock
market “circuit breaker”, which aimed to curb
volatility by stopping trading in the case of
big swings, had the opposite effect by caus-
ing investor panic.  — Reuters

Plunging China stocks see 
cruelest month since 2008

2016 starts off on a negative  note  

LONDON: European equities bounced
back yesterday, tracking a rally in Asia after
the Bank of Japan stunned the markets by
voting narrowly to introduce negative
interest rates in a bid to revive inflation.
Japan’s central bank said it would charge
0.1 percent for excess reserves parked with
the institution, an aggressive deflation-
fighting policy pioneered by the European
Central Bank.

“It has become clear that stock markets
cannot stand on their own feet. As long as
the economy is shaky and the world is bur-
dened with high debt, central banks and
their money printing machines are a neces-
sary evil to keep up the markets,” Koen De
Leus, senior economist at KBC in Brussels,
said.

Deflation discourages consumers from
buying because they begin to expect
prices to fall even further. Japan has been
wrestling with the problem since the
1990s, and its central bank is concerned
about the time it is taking to reverse expec-
tations of price reductions.

“The signal that the Bank of Japan gives

reminds us that central banks will continue
to play their role of fighting deflation,” said
Philippe Gijsels, head of research at BNP
Paribas Fortis Global Markets.

“These actions typically drive up risky
assets.” The pan-European FTSEurofirst 300
index rose 0.9  percent by 1139 GMT after
having fallen 1.7 percent in the previous
session.

Among top sectoral movers, the
European banking index rose 1.2 percent
after an encouraging earnings report from
Span’s Banco Sabadell and with some
Italian banks underpinned by speculation
over possible M&A.

Banco Sabadell gained 6.1 percent after
posting a 91 percent jump in full-year net
profit, boosted by the acquisition of British
peer TSB that more than offset rising provi-
sions against bad loans in the fourth quar-
ter.

Italy’s Popolare di Milano rose 3.9 per-
cent and Banco Popolare was up 5.8 per-
cent with traders citing speculation the two
lenders could be closer to an agreement
over a possible merger. — Reuters

European shares get lift 
from BOJ’s rate move

China set to adopt 
6.5-7% growth 

target range for 2016
BEIJING: China’s leaders are expected to target economic
growth in a range of 6.5 percent to 7 percent this year, sources
familiar with their thinking said, setting a range for the first time
because policymakers are uncertain on the economy’s
prospects. The proposed range, which would follow a 2015 tar-
get of “around 7 percent” growth, was endorsed by top leaders
at the closed-door Central Economic Work Conference in mid-
December, according to the sources with knowledge of the
meeting outcome.

The world’s second-largest economy grew 6.9 percent in
2015, the weakest in 25 years, although some economists
believe real growth is even lower. “They are likely to target eco-
nomic growth of 6.5-7 percent this year, with 6.5 percent as the
bottom line,” said one of the sources, a policy adviser.
Policymakers, worried by global uncertainties and the impact
on growth of their structural economic reforms, struggled to
reach a consensus at the December meeting, the sources said.

The State Council Information Office, the public relations
arm of the government, had no comment on the growth fore-
cast when contacted by Reuters. The floor of 6.5 percent
reflects the minimum average rate of growth needed over the
next five years to meet an existing goal of doubling gross
domestic product and per capita income by 2020 from 2010.

The 2016 growth target and the country’s 13th Five-Year
Plan, a blueprint covering 2016-2020, will be announced at the
annual meeting of the National People’s Congress, the coun-
try’s parliament, in early March. Although the target range was
endorsed by the leadership in December, it could still be adjust-
ed before parliament convenes. “The government will not be
too nervous about growth this year and will focus more on
structural adjustments,” said a government economist.

“Growth may still slow in the first and second quarter and
people are divided over the third and fourth quarter. The full-
year growth could slow to 6.5-6.6 percent.”

POLICY SUPPORT
A string of cuts in interest rates and bank reserve require-

ments since November 2014 have failed to put a floor under
the slowing economy. Beijing is expected to put more empha-
sis on fiscal policy to support growth, including tax cuts and
running a bigger budget deficit of about 3 percent of GDP.
China’s leaders have flagged a “new normal” of slower growth
as they look to shift the economy to a more sustainable, con-
sumption-led model. — Reuters 

Japanese airline profits 
jump on tourism surge

TOKYO: Japan’s two-biggest airlines reported soaring profits yester-
day as a surge in tourism and lower fuel costs beefed-up their bottom
line. Japan Airlines (JAL) and rival All Nippon Airways (ANA) credited a
weak yen for helping boost tourism into Japan as it makes a country
often seen as too expensive much cheaper for visitors.

Plunging oil prices have also been good for carriers as it cuts down
on what is often their single-biggest expense. The parent company of
ANA said its nine-month net profit jumped 40 percent thanks to
growth in its international, while it also announced it would buy three
Airbus A380s for $1.25 billion. ANA Holdings’ net profit in the April-
December period rose to 73.3 billion yen ($606 billion), and the com-
pany revised up its fiscal year profit forecast by about a quarter. JAL
said net profit for the same period soared 20 percent to 143.69 billion
yen, thanks to an increase in the number of international visitors to
Japan. “Passenger traffic increased as a result of capturing the robust
demand from inbound travellers especially on North America, China
and Southeast Asia routes,” JAL said in a statement.

ANA said its international demand “on certain routes from Japan”
were dented temporarily after the jihadist attacks in Paris in
November, but it added that the impact was limited.

“International passenger services surpassed levels from the same
period of the previous year in both passenger numbers and revenues
due to solid business travel demand...and the capture of robust trav-
elling demand to Japan from all regions,” it said. JAL has suspended
flights between Narita airport and Paris after demand took a hit fol-
lowing the November attacks in the French capital. 

The carrier has said it will extend the suspension until March 15.
The airline had operated one round trip a day between Paris and each
of the two main Tokyo airports-Narita and Haneda. JAL has continued
the normal operations of flights between Haneda and Paris. —  AFP


